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Admissible controllability of isotropic elastodynamic systems, when the 
boundary value controls are constrained in some sets, is given. As a realistic 
example, the case is considered where the controls are constrained to be exercised 
by means of pushing the boundary with small forces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider an n-dimensional linear elastic solid occupying, in its 
nondeformed state, a bounded domain Q in R” with a smooth boundary S. 
The displacement vector u(x, t) = {ui(x, t)}l <i<n at the time t of the material 
particle which lies at x= {xi}lGiCn in the nondeformed state satisfies the 
system of equations 
p(x)[a*uJat’] = i auijpxj + g,(x), l<i<n, (1) 
j=l 
where p(x), oij, and gi(x) (1 < i, j < n) denote the density, the stress tensors, 
and the external force, respectively. We define the linearized strain tensors 
Eij(U) as 
Eij(U) = pu,/ax, + aujpxi J/2, (2) 
and introduce the linearized relation between the stress tensors uij and the 
linearized strain tensors EJu), i.e., 
k,l= I 
(3) 
Here uijk[ (1 < i, j, k, E < n> are called the coefficients of elasticity, 
independent of the strain tensors. In the isotropic elastodynamic case, the 
coefficients aijkl are given by 
(4) 
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where 6, are the components of the Kronecker tensor and the positive 
constants I and ,U are the Lame coefftcients. In this paper, we consider only 
the case where p(x) = 1 and aijk, are given by (4). In this case Eq. (1) can be 
written as 
a*~/&* = ,U Au + (A + P) grad div u + g, 
where grad div u = {(d/a~~)(C~=, auj/axj]},,i,, and A = Cy=, a2/i3xf. AS to 
the elastodynamic systems, see, e.g., Landau and Lifshitz [l] and Duvaut 
and Lions [2]. 
Let the controls be exercised by means of boundary forces f(x, t) = 
Lfi(-G t)ll<i(n as 
;- lJj(X) uij =fi(x, t) 
.,T 
on SX(O,co), l<i<n, (6) 
where V(X) = {vi(x)}, $ign is the outward unit normal vector at x on S. When 
the isotropic elastodynamic system is given, we are concerned with the 
question whether it is possible to transfer a given initial state of vibration 
into the other state by a control constrained in some set, for example, only 
by pushing the boundary with small forces f(x, t). 
The approximate controllability without constraints of control system (1) 
with (6) was considered by Clarke [3] and Narukawa [4]. Russell [.5,6], 
Graham and Russell [7] and Lagnese [8] obtained the exact controllability 
without constraints for the control systems described by the wave equation 
with boundary control. The admissible controllabilities for the control 
systems governed by partial differential equations have not yet been 
considered as extensively, although the case for the finite-dimensional 
systems has been considered by many authors. In the finite-dimensional case, 
see [9-l 61. In the case for the infinite-dimensional systems, a few results 
have now been obtained. Fattorini [17] considered the admissible 
controllability for the control system described by the wave equation with 
distributed constrained controls. Narukawa [ 181 considered the more general 
control systems. In [ 191 he also obtained the admissible controllability of the 
vibrating string with positive controls. 
The problem of controlling the vibrations of elastic bodies by boundary 
forces arises often in mechanics. In [S, 61 Russell obtained the exact 
controllability of the wave equation by proving the “feedback 
stabilizability.” But it seems to us that the “feedback stabilizability” of the 
linear elastodynamic systems, even in the isotropic case, is not so easy to 
prove as in the case of the wave equation. We will show the “feedback 
stabilizability” of the isotropic elastodynamic systems in Section 2, and 
hence obtain the exact controllability of system (5) via boundary controls of 
form (6). 
409/93/I I7 
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In the realistic controllability problems, it seems to be meaningful to 
consider the admissible controllability when the constraints of control forces 
are posed as in 117-191. In the case of constrained boundary controls, 
differing from that in ] 17-191, the controllable states are limited explicitly 
on account of the compatibility condition. In Section 3, we will give 
constraint sets of controls and show that all the states satisfying the 
compatibility condition are admissibly controllable under some assumptions. 
Throughout this paper, we denote by W(0) and H”(S) the Sobolev spaces 
of order s in Q and S, respectively, and by German letters sj’(Q) and B”(S) 
the product spaces H”(Q)” and H”(S)“. For an element u(x) in B”(0) or 
sj”(S), q(x) (i = 1, 2 )...) n) denotes the ith component of u(x). For a Banach 
space X and a nonnegative integer k, Ff(O. T, X) denotes the Banach space 
of k-times continuously differentiable X-valued functions with the usual 
uniform norm 
2. EXACT CONTROLLABILITY WITHOUT CONSTRAINTS 
For simplicity let us put 
Au=pAdu+(A+p)graddivu 
and 
Under some assumptions, the existence, uniqueness, and regularity of the 
solution of the elastodynamic equations (1) and (6) with a given initial state 
are stated in [ 2 ]. 
Now we show the exact controllability without constraints of isotropic 
elastodynamic system (5) by the method of Russell 151. In order to 
decompose Eq. (5) in two parts, we give two lemmas. For the sake of 
convenience, elements in am(Q) will be regarded as l-forms and d and 6 
denote the exterior differentiation and its formal adjoint, respectively, acting 
on differential forms on J2. The notation ~(6, u) denotes the value at v of the 
principal symbol a(6) of 6. Thus, for example, 6u = -div u, ~$6, u)u = --u . V, 
in the notation of vector analysis. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let m be a nonnegative integer and G be a simply 
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connected domain in R” with smooth boundary. Then the space b”(G) is 
decomposed as 
$jm(G) = d&j,“+2(G) + Sd.!j;“(G) (direct sum), (7) 
where 
B;.(G) = {u E b*(G) / a(& v)u = 0, a(& v) du = 0). 
ProoJ We only give the sketch of the proof. For details see Miyakawa 
120). Let us consider the self-adjoint operator -A = d6 $6d acting on l- 
forms on G with the domain @i,(G). Then it is well known that 9’(G) = 
N(-A) + R(-A) (direct sum), where N(-A) and R(-A) are the null space 
and the range of -A, respectively. Since -A = dS + ad, R(-A) = d&i.(G) + 
6dBi(G). It is easy to see that this decomposition is a direct sum. On the 
other hand, N(-A) = {O). In fact, let u be in N(4); then u satisfies the 
equation 
-Au=0 in G, a(& v) u = 0, ~$6, u) du = 0 on aG. 
Thus we have u E P(G)” and 
(-Au, u) = (du, du) + (6u, 6~) = 0, 
where ( , ) denotes the C’(G)-inner products of l-forms, 2-forms, and 
functions, respectively. Hence du = 0 and 6~ = 0. Since G is assumed to be 
simply connected, du = 0 implies that u is represented as u = drp by some 
function p E C”(G). Hence 6da, = 0 and ~(6, V) dq = 0. This shows that 
-A~I = 0 in G and $D/& = 0. Thus rp is a constant function. Therefore u = 
dq = 0. Now we have the decomposition P’(G) = d&j;(G) + 6df,i(G). 
Finally the regularity theorem of the elliptic system 
with 
-Au =f in G 
a(& v) u = 0, a(& v) du = 0 on aG (8) 
leads to the general decomposition (7) for positive m. As for the regularity 
theorem for system (8), see Miyakawa 1201. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let m be a nonnegative integer and B be a bounded open 
ball in R” which contains R v S. Then there exist bounded linear operators 
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E and F from a”‘(Q) to sj”‘(R”) which satisfy the following for any 
u E 5”(a), 
(1) Eu+Fu=u ina; 
(2) div Eu = 0; 
(3) there exists a function ~7 in H”” ‘(R”) such that Fu = grad 9; 
(4) the supports of Eu and Fu are contained in B. 
Proof Let G be an open ball satisfying B IJ G 3 (Q U S). Then there 
exists a bounded linear operator P from B”‘(Q) to am(G) such that Pu = u 
in sz for any u E s”(0). For the proof, see, e.g., Lions and Magenes [2 11. 
By Lemma 2.1, there exist a function CJJ E H”’ ‘(G) and 2-form w E 8”“(G) 
such that Pu = dq + 6w. There also exists a bounded linear extension 
operator p from b”“‘(G) to Sjm + ‘(R “) which satisfies the condition that the 
support of Pv is contained in B for all u E 8”“(G). Let us put Eu = 6pw 
and Fu = d&. Then it is easy to see that operators E and F are bounded 
linear operators from G”‘(Q) to $“(R”) and satisfy properties (1) and (4). 
Noting that dW = grad v, 6v = -div u for a function v in Hmt ‘(R”) and a l- 
form I,’ in $“‘(R”) and a2 = 0, we have properties (2) and (3). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let m > 2 and g(x) belong to $“-‘(fi). Then there exists 
a positive time T,, such that sj”‘(G) x 5”-‘(a) is exactly controllable in 
?y(O, T,,; $v”-~“(S)), that is, for any [uO, vo] and [u,, v,] in 8”(Q) X 
.!j”-‘(a), there exist a control f(x, t) in &‘(O, T,; $ji”-““(S)) and the 
solution u(x, t) in ap(O, T,; sjm(Q))n 8:(0, T,; e”-‘(Q)) of dtfirential 
equation (5) for the boundary control f(x, t) which satisfies 
[4x, 0). @@>(x, O)] = [U”(X), v&>l 
and 
[4x, To>, GWt>k To)1 = lul(x)> vl(x>l. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it sufftces to show the 
controllability when g(x) = 0. First let us consider Eq. (5) in the whole space 
R”. As is shown in Lemma 2.1, the space 1*(R”) can be decomposed into a 
direct sum of solenoidal vector fields and gradients of scalar functions, that 
is, !G2(R”)=X+Y, where X={uEf!‘(R”)]divu=O} and Y={gradqg 
f?‘(R “) 1 Ed E H&(R”)}. The closed subspaces X and Y are orthogonal to 
each other. Further let us put X” =Xn $jm(R”) and P = Yf? em(R”). 
Then we easily see that $j”‘(R”) =X” + Ym and the spaces X” and Y”’ are 
orthogonal to each other in $“(R”). 
Now we consider the following wave equations in each space: 
hiI/&* - ,u AU, = 0 (9) 
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and 
a2ii,/atz - (A + 2~) Azi, = 0. (10) 
If an initial state [U,(O), (iX,/i?t)(O)] = [vi, wi] belongs to X”’ x Xm-‘, then 
the solution ii,(t) of (9) belongs to &Tf(O, T, X”‘) n Z:(O, T, X”- ‘). And if an 
initial state ($(O), (&,/i?t)(O)] = [u,, wz] belongs to Y”’ x Y”-‘, then the 
solution C*(t) of (10) belongs to 8:(0, T; Ym) n aj(O, T; Y”-‘). 
Furthermore, if the supports of initial states [vi, w,] and [v,, w2] are 
contained in a bounded open set B, then the following inequalities hold: 
and 
where co and y are positive constants depending only on A, ,u, m, and B. Now 
let us take [uo, vu] in s”‘(Q) X 8”-‘(a) and consider Eqs. (9) and (10) with 
the inital states 
[Ul(X, O), (au,/at>(x, 011 = po, Euol 
and 
Here E and F are the bounded operators defined in Lemma 2.2. Since 
[Eu,, Eva] E X”’ x Xm-i, [Fu,, Fvo] E Y” x Y”-’ and the supports of these 
functions are contained in B, we have the inequalities 
and 
Il~,(t)llgw3~ + Il(an,lat>(t>llsm-l(B, 
G co exp(-~t)lllE~oII~m(~n) + IIE~oII8m~lcRql (11) 
I/U2(tN~m(B) + Il(au*lat)(t)ll~m-l(B, 
G co exp(-~t){llF~oll~m(~n) + IIF~oII~m-qRn)l. (12) 
If we put ii(t) = ii,(t) + i&(t), then ii(t) belongs to +?y(O, T; Bm(R”)) n 
P:(O, T, 8”-I@“)) and satisfies the equation 
a*zi/at* = ,u AU + (a + ,u) grad div zi in R”X(O,T) 
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for any T > 0. By inequalities (11) and (12) and the boundedness of the 
operators E and F, we have the inequalities 
G ~oexP(-~t)lllE~oll~~,,~~, + II~~ollgrn~w~ 
+ IlF~ollgmmn~ + lIF~ol1~m ww1 
G COCI exp(--yt){lluollemcrl, + lIUOll~~~~(*~J~ (13) 
where co and c, are constants not depending on t, u,, and u,, . We letf(x, t) = 
[au/&,] on S and we let U(X, t) be the restriction to R of zZ(x, t). Then by the 
uniqueness of the solution of (5) with (6) we see that u(x, t) is a solution of 
(5) with (6) in Wp(O, T; sj’“(n))f? Z’:(O, T; S”-‘(Q)) for any T > 0. Further 
u(x, q satisfies an initial state [u(O), (&/at)(O) ] = [u,, uo], since 
Eu + Fu = u in I2 for any u in .$“‘(a) or b”‘-‘(Q). From inequality (13) it 
follows that the inequality 
IIU(tIlgm(n, + Il(aulaf>(t>ll~m~l~n, 
G cOcl exP(-V)(ll UOIl~Wn~ + II UOllgm-lcn) I (14) 
holds. Thus we have the “feedback stabilizability” for control system (5) 
with (6). Now we have the exact controllability by the “controllability via 
stabilizability” principle. Noting thatf(x, t) (= [au/&,]) belongs to ap(O, T, 
sjm-3’2(S)), we obtain the result. For the proof of the “controllability via 
stabilizability” principle in the case of the boundary control, see Russell [5 ]+ 
3. ADMISSIBLE CONTROLLABILITY IN SOME CONSTRAINT SETS 
Let m be an integer greater than 1 and G” be an open and connected 
subset in $jm-‘12 (S). For the set G”, we take the constraint set of controls as 
F(Gm)= u {fEa;(O, T;8 m-3’2(S)) If(t) E G” for all t E 10, T]}. 
TZO 
Here we consider the admissible controllability which is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.1. (1) Let [u,, vo] and [u,, u,] be in $“‘(a) x $“-‘(0) 
and f(t) be in ap(O, T, 5 +““(S)). We say that the control f(t) steers an 
initial state [u,, no] to a final state [u, , uI ] at T if there exists the solution 
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u(x, t) in ay(O, T, $“(a)) n Z:(O, T, $j”-‘(a)) of Eq. (5) for the boundary 
control f(t) which satisfies 
Iu(x, o>, @/W(x, 011 = I%AX)~ u,(x)1 
and 
(2) An initial state [uO, ua] E $jm(Q) x $j”-‘(Q) is said to be 
admissibly controllable to a final state [u,, v,] E .$“(a) X a”-‘@) in the 
constraint set <F(G”) if there exist a positive time T and a control f(t) in 
,F(Gm) such thatf(t) steers [u,, uO] to [ul, v,] at T. 
(3) A subset D of b”(Q) x $j”-‘(0) is said to be admissibly 
controllable in F(Gm), if any [uO, u,,] in D is admissibly controllable to any 
] U, , u, ] in D in the constraint set .F(G”). 
Remark 3.1. If an initial state [u,, uO] is steered to a linal state [u,, u,] 
by the controlf(t) at time T, then u0 and U, have to satisfy the compatibility 
conditions 
h!Pv,4 =f(O) and au ,/a~, =fV) on S. 
Thus if the subset D is admissibly controllable in ST(Gm), then D is 
contained in the set 
([u, u] E B”(n) x $3j”-‘(fl) ( i%@v, E G”}. 
We put ivzrn = {[u, u] E $jm(Q) x em-‘(a) I ih/av, E G*} and define a 
semi-definite bilinear form a( , ) on $j ‘(Q) as 
a(u, v)= 2 1 aijklEij(U) Ekl(U) dx 
i,j,k,/= I 0 
=A (Zl 2, z, 2)+/d $* (2+$$$ (15) 
where ( , ) denotes the L2(S1)-inner product. Since 
a(u, U) = A II div u IlZqn, + 2~ 5 II Eij(U)IIt2(n) 3 
i,j= L 
the subset R = {u E e’(Q) ] a(u, u) = 0) is equal to the set (u(x) = c + Lx I 
c E R”, L: skew symmetric constant matrix}. 
Then we have the main theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let rn be an integer greater than 1 and let g(x) belong to 
$j+‘(12). If there exists a function h(x) in G” such that the equality 
?I, (g(x), P(X)) dx = -1, (h(x), v(x)) ds (16) 
holds for all (p E R, where ( , > denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean inner 
product and dS indicates the (n - I)-dimensional area element in S, then the 
subset Mm is admissibly controllable in the constraint set F(G”). 
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we give some lemmas. Now we consider 
the quotient space sj ‘(fJ)/R and let us denote by {u} the equivalent class of 
U. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a constant a > 0 such that 
For the proof, see [2, pp. 115-l 161. The proof is based on Kern’s ine- 
quality 
for any u E .jj’(L?). As for Kern’s inequality, see 1221. 
Now let us put 
and 
I = {‘[u, V] ( [u, U] E 5’(S) x B’(Q) and Wv, = 0 on Sly 
where ‘[u, v] denotes the column vector ( f ) for [u, v]. Then it is easy to see 
that the closed operator &’ generates a C, group U(t) on !$ ‘(a) X f!‘(L!). 
Further if we put ‘[u(t), (au/at)(t)] = U(t) V,, for V, = ‘(u,,, u,] E D(d), 
then [u(t), (au/at>(t)] is a solution of the equation 
d2u/c3t2 -Au = 0 in Q X (0, T> (18) 
with the boundary condition 
aupv, = 0 on S x (0, T) (19) 
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and the initial state [u(O), (&/~3t)(O)] = [u,, v,]. From now on we often do 
not distinguish between the column vector ‘[u, v] and the line vector [u, u], 
since it will not cause confusion. The space D(zZm) is a Banach space with 
the usual norm defined as 
for lu, u] E D(,&“). Further we define the energy seminorm E,((u, u]) on 
D(.dm) as 
and 
Em([uyul)= so 4 (-dx (;)) for m>l. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let m be an nonnegative integer and d be any positive 
constant. Then there exists a positive constant r satisfying the following: For 
any [u,,, uO] E I)(.&“$ there exists [ul, u,] E D(J@‘~) which satisfies 
and 
E,((u, 3 o,l> < max{E,([u,, u,]> - r, O}. 
Proof. Let P be the canonical map from fi l(Q) X B’(Q) to $j ‘@2)/R x 
Q’(n), i.e., P([u, u])= [(u}, u] for [u, u] E sj’(Q) x f!‘(Q). Further let B, be 
the d-neighborhood of the origin in !jj’(Q) X P!‘(Q). Since P is an open map, 
PB, is an open neighborhood of the origin in sj ‘(n)/R X I!“(n). The 
seminorm E,([u, u))“~ on b’(0) X X?‘(Q) induces the norm EAj2 on 
!$ ‘(0)/R x I! ‘(a) which is defined as 
E,(bL ~1) =Eo(lu, ~1) for [u, u] E $j ‘(0) X X?‘(Q). 
By Lemma 3.1, the norm i?i” is equivalent to the usual norm of the quotient 
space sj ‘(Q)/R x f?‘(Q). Thus PB, is an open neighborhood of the origin 
with respect to the norm E, . -“2 Hence there exist a positive constant r, which 
does not depend on [uo,uo], and [(u,},u,] in [{uo],uo] + PB, such that 
Eo([ (u,), v,]) < max{E,([{u,}, uo]) - r, 0). Therefore there exists [or, u,] in 
[u,, u,] + B, such that E,([u,, u,]) < max{E,([u,, u,]) - r, 0). Thus we 
have the result when m = 0. 
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When m > 1, consider the quotient space D(C@“m)/(R x {O)). For any 
Iu, u] E D(,dm), we have 
and 
for any w E R, where ( Iu, v]} denotes the equivalent class of [u, u]. Since 
= [AkU,AkU], when m= 2k, 
= [Aku,Aki-‘U], when m=2k+ 1, 
for each Iu, u] E D(.d”), we have 
II{ lu, VI III’ IN d’“)l(R X lOI) - 
and 
/-I 
E,([u, ?I])= \‘7 Eo([AkU,AkU]) + 1 Eo([Aku,Ak+‘uJ) 
’ k:O k=O 
= \‘ (U(AkU,AkU) + l(Ak~ll~*,,,) 
k:O 
+ \’ {a(Aku,Aku) + (pk+‘U&~,} 
k:O 
when m = 21 (I: a positive integer). By Korn’s inequality (17) 
lIAk~l12 bl,n, < const{a(Aku, Aku) + IJAk~ll~2cn,). 
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Further, by Lemma 3.1, 
ll{lu3 4Ill;,.dm~,(RX,0,~ < Y~,([U? VI> (20) 
for any iu, v] E D(.oP”), where y is a positive constant not depending on 
1 U, u 1. We have also inequality (20) when m = 21+ 1 in the same way. This 
inequality means that Ez* induces a norm on D(J”‘)/(R x (0)) which is 
equivalent to the usual quotient space norm. Now we can obtain the result in 
the case m > 1 in the same way as in the case m = 0. 
In Section 2, we showed that the space !$“(a) X B”-‘(Q) is controllable 
in ?‘y(O, r,; sm-3’2 (S)) for some 7’, > 0. By the way of construction of the 
control in Theorem 2.1 and the energy inequality, we can see the following: 
For any Iu,,, uO] and lu,, v,], there exists a control f(t) in 8:(0, T; 
sjtn-“‘(S)) which steers [u,,, u,] to [u,, II,] at r, and satisfies the inequality 
sup llf(~)ll~~n WS) O<l<T,, 
G co(lll~ol %ll~m(m~m-w) + Illu,* f4lllpvm~m-Kn,)r 
where co is a constant not depending on [uo, u,], [u,, ZI]], andf(t). 
Thus we have 
LEMMA 3.3. Let m > 2 and g(x) = 0. Then for any n > 0 there exist 
positive constants To and 6 such that the null state [O,O] is admissibly 
controllable to any final state [u, v] in the &neighborhood U, = ([u, v] E 
sj”‘(Q) x b”-‘(Q) / Il[u, v]llgmcn,xem-lcn, < 6) at To by a control in the 
constraint set 
LEMMA 3.4. Let m > 2, g(x) = 0, and G” contain the zero. Then any 
initial state [uo, 0] E R x {0} is admissibly controllable to the null state 
10, O] in the constraint set F(G”). 
Proof Since the control system is invariant under time reversal, it 
suffices to show that the null state is admissibly controllable to any state 
[u,,,Ol in R x 10) in the constraint set K(G”). By the assumption, the zero 
is contained in the interior of G”. So let us take q > 0 so that the ‘I- 
neighborhood B, = jh E $“-3’2(S) ! (jhflS,,m3,2cs, < r} is contained- in G”. 
Further, let us take a positive integer n so large that (IuOllb,,,~o~/n < 6. Here 6 
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is a positive constant appearing in Lemma 3.3 determined by r. Then by 
Lemma 3.3, the null state is steered to the state Iu,, 0] = lu,,/n, O] by the 
control f,(t) E F#4 To; Sjmp3’*(S)) satisfying supoclGT,, llfi(t)ilbm- 1 ?,,y, < rl. 
Since U, = u,,/n belongs to R, Au, = 0 and &,/a~,~ = 0. Thus u(t) = U, is a 
solution of Eq. (18) and boundary condition (19). We easily see that the 
initial state Iu, , 0] is steered to the state [ 2u,, 0] by the control f,(t). Doing 
this n times over, we see that the null state is steered to [uO, 0] at nT, by the 
control f(t) =f,(f - kTo) @To < r < (k + 1) To>. Since ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
)lf(f)l/8m~~Z~2(S) < rl,f(t) belongs to .F(G”). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let the assumptions in Lemma 3.4 be satisfied. Then the 
subspace D(C~“-‘) is admissibly controllable in F(G”). 
Proof: Since the control system is invariant under time reversal, it 
sufficies to see that any state [u,, uo] in D(&“‘-I) is admissibly controllable 
to the null state in ,,7(G”). It is well known that the energy equality 
E,(U(r) V,) = E,(V,) holds for any V, E sji(Q) x X?*(Q), where U(t) is the 
Co group generated by .d. Further, if V, is in D(.F~~-‘), then the general 
energy equality 
m-1 m-1 
E,-,(W) vo> = \‘ Eo(.PPkU(f) V,) = \‘ E,(q+dk~,) 
k:O kr0 
m-1 (21) 
= \‘ Eo(.cPkVo) = Em_ ,(V,) 
k:O 
holds. 
Let us take any V, = [uo, uo] in D(,&+‘) and 17 > 0 so small that B, = 
(h C? sj”--‘j*(S) 1 )I h/l,, .jtz(s) < v} is contained in G”. Further let To and 6 be 
the positive constants appearing in Lemma 3.3. The elliptic system, 
Au =f in Q, c%/~v,~ = 0 on S, 
satisfies the usual a priori estimate 
for any positive integer I and any u E D(A’), where cI is a positive constant 
depending on 1. The proof of this estimate is found, e.g., in [23]. Thus we see 
that the inequality 
holds for any [u, v] E D(xZ”~ ‘), where c, is a constant depending on m. 
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Now let us take a constant d so that 0 < c,d < 6. Then by Lemma 3.3 and 
Eq. (22), it can be shown that, for any [u, V] E D(tim-‘) satisfying 
there exists a control f(t) E &‘(O, T,, ; !$ “-“‘(S)) which steers the null state 
10, 0] to the final state [u, U] at 7’, and f(t) E B, for all t E [0, 7’,,]. By 
Lemma 3.2, there exist a positive constant r, depending on d, and [u,, u,] in 
D(.w’“-‘) which satisfy 
and 
Em-,(lu,, ~~1) < max{E,-,(VJ v,) - r, 01, (24) 
where V, = [u,, vO]. 
Since inequality (23) holds, there exists a control &(t) E 
Pf(O, r,,; jj”-3’2(S)) which satisfies Jo(t) E B, for all t CS [0, r,] and steers 
the null state to [u, , v,] - U(T,) V, ; that is, there exists the solution z?(t) in 
Py(O, T,; fj"(f2))n~Y~(O, T,; !jj”-‘(0)) of Eq. (18) with the boundary con- 
dition 
Wad, l(t) =fo(t) on S X (0, To) (25) 
and with the initial and final states 
Putting 
[u(t), @/it>] = W) v, + [u^(t), (aw)(t)], 
we see that u(t) E aF(O, r,; B”(Q)) n cY:(O, T,,; B”-‘(Q)) satisfies Eq. (18), 
boundary condition (25), and the initial and final states 
This means that the initial state jug, uO] is steered to [u,, ur ] by the control 
fo(t) in ,F(G*) at T,. By general energy equality (21) and inequality (24), 
we have 
E,-,([u,, u,l> Q max{E,-,([u,, u,]) - r, 0). 
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In the same way, there exist a control f,(t) in ,iF(Gm) and luz, C? / E 
D(,d- ‘) such that the inequality 
E,-,(luz5 u21> < maxlE,~ ,(lu,, 0~1) - r, 01 
< max{E,-,(lu,, u,]) - 26 0) 
holds and (u,, u,] is steered to Iu,, vz] byf,(t) at T,. Repeating this n times 
until the equality 
max{E,-,([u,, v,J) - nr, 0) = 0 
holds, we have E,,-,([u,, v,])=O. 
If we put 
f(f) =fk(f + kTo) (kT, < t < (k + 1) T,,), k = 0, l,..., n - 1, 
then it is easy to see that the controlf(t) steers the initial state [z+,, v,] to the 
final state [u”, u,,]. Since [uk, uk] belongs to D(zfm-‘),f(kTO) = c%,/~v, = 0 
(k = 0, 1, 2,..., n). Further,f,(t) E &~(O, T,,; .!j,“-‘l’(S)) and&(t) E B, for all 
t E 10, T,j and each k. Thus the control f(t) belongs to Sr(Gm). The 
equation E,-,([u,, v,])=O implies that [u”, un] belongs to R x (0). 
Therefore we see that any initial state [u,,, uO] in D(,dm-‘) is admissibly 
controllable to some final state in R x (0) in the constraint set <F(G”‘). 
Finally, since any initial state in R x (0) is admissibly controllable to the 
null state in %F(Gm), we see that any initial state in D(&“‘-‘) is admissibly 
controllable to the null state in the constraint set X(G”). Thus we obtain the 
result. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let the assumptions in Lemma 3.4 be satisfied. Then any 
initial state [uO, vO] in M” is admissibly controllable to some final state in 
D(.r3”-‘) in the constraint set F(G”‘). 
Remark 3.2. If u(t) is in 8’p(O, T; $“(Q))n 8:(0, T; B”-‘(Q)) and 
satisfies Eq. (18) and the boundary condition 
@l~v,)w =fW on S X (0, r>, 
then 
[u(O), ($) CO)] E8”W x 5”-‘W* 
m-3 
f(t) E (-) Sj(0, T; $j”-j-“‘(s)) 
i=O 
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and the compatibility conditions are satisfied. But we do not know whether 
the converse is true or not. According to Graham and Russell 171, when the 
domain R is a unit ball, there exists a weak solution U(C) of the wave 
equation 
t3=u/at2 -Au = 0 in 0 X (0, 7) 
with the initial state (u(O), (au/at)(O)] = [O, 0] such that (au/&)(t) E 
L2(S x (0, 7’)) but [u(T), (&/at)(T)] does not belong to H’(R) x L*(Q). 
This leads us to conjecture that the converse is not valid. Thus even if we 
take the control f(t) in .F(G”) for the initial state [u,,, vO] in Mm such that 
f(O) = auo/av, 3 we do not know whether the solution u(t) belongs to ay(O, T, 
brn(f2)> f-l qo, T; sjm-‘(Q>> or not. Therefore the statement in Lemma 3.6 
is not trivial. 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Let [u,, uO] be any initial state in M”. Let us take 
v > 0 so small that au,/&, + BJ, c G”, where B,, is the 3q-neighborhood 
of the origin in Sjm-‘12 (S). By Lemma 3.3, there exists a constant 6 > 0 such 
that the b-neighborhood of the origin in $jm(Q) x $5”-‘(Q), which is denoted 
by CT,, is admissibly controllable at T,, in the constraint set 
By the usual trace theorem, there exists a constant y0 such that the inequality 
holds for any u E !rj”(Q). Since the space C”(Q)” x P(J~)” is dense in 
B”(Q) x sjm-‘(Q), we can take [z&, Go] in P(0)” x C?(fi)” which 
satisfies the inequality 
Then the initial state [u, - u^,, u. - O,] can be steered to the null state at To 
by the control j;(t) E ay(O, To; !rj”-“‘(S)) satisfying jr(t) E B, for all 
t E [0, To]. Let us denote by r?(t) the solution of Eq. (18) with the initial 
state [u, - ulo, u. - UI,,] at t = 0 for the control f,(t). Then [r?(T,), 
@ww(~o>l = IO, 01. 
We put 
a 2k = (a/av, )@ kU^,) and a2k+ 1 = (Wv,)(A “v^o>, O<k<l+m/2, 
and define the boundary controlf,(t) as 
Im/2l+l 
fi(t) = 5‘ tkak/k!. 
k:O 
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Here I is a sufficiently large positive integer. Since uk (0 < k < [m/2] + I) 
belongs to Coo(S)“, the controlf,(t) is smooth in x and t. Let us take F > 0 
so small that 
holds. Then we can easily extend the control f,(t) on [0, To] so that fr(t) is 
smooth on S x [0, To] and satisfies 
sup IIJ;(t) - aollgm -3/‘(S) < r. 
O<t<T” 
Puttingf,(t) =fl(t) +fi(t), we have 
Ilfitt) - auolav.4 Illjm-34S) 
G llfIj;(fIl~m-3i2(S) + IlfiCt> - aoll~m-3/2(.S) 
+ IlauomA - ~oIl~m-w~S~ 
< r + rl + Yo II uo - u$vqa) < 31;1 for all t E [0, To]. 
Thusf,(t) E au,/av, + BItl c G” for all t E [0, To]. 
Let w(t) be the solution of (18) with the initial state [z&, Go] for the 
control J;(t). Then by deducting the smooth function ~(x, t) in R X (0, To) 
which takes the boundary values 
(ala~,)kf kcw = 0 on S x (0, To), 
(l<k<[m/2]+l), and by considering Eq. (5) with homogeneous boundary 
condition (19), we see that w(t) at least belongs to &YF(O, To; sj”‘“‘“(f2)) f7 
+%A To; 8 m”‘(J2)). Putting u(t) = G(t) + G(t), we see that u(t) is the 
solution of (18) in Wp(O, To; .$“(n))n a:(O, T,,; fi”-‘(0)) for the control 
f,(t) and satisfies the initial and final conditions 
Put (W(T,), (a@/&)(T,)] = [u,, u,]. Then [u,, u,] E $jmf2’+‘(0) x b”“‘(0) 
and au ,/3vA =f,(T,) E G”. 
Now we show that the initial state [u, , U, ] is admissibly controllable to 
some final state in D(&“-‘) in th e constraint set .ir(Gm). Since an open 
ball in $j”-““(S) is arcwise connected and the set G” is assumed to be open 
and connected, the set G” is arcwise connected. Further noting that 0, 
&,/a~, E G”, Cm(S)” is dense in $jme3”(S) and [u,, ZJ,] belongs to 
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li mf2’+ l(Q) x $m+21(Q), we can take the function f2(f) E 
&?~r”“21+2’+‘(0, T + E; 5’-“‘(S)) so that 
@/$J(AkU,) = (~‘?2/~~‘“)(o>, 
(a/av,)(Aku J = (a2k+ tfi/at2k+ l)(O), 0 < k < [m/2] + 1, (26) 
f2M = 0 on [T,T+s] 
and f2(t) E G” for all t E [0, T + E], for some E > 0. Let us take I > m. Then 
it can be shown that the solution u(t) of (18) for the control f2(t) with the 
initial state [u,, u,] belongs to af(O, T + E; Jj”(f2)) n a:(O, T + E; gm-‘(Q)) 
in the same way as was shown the regularity of the solution W(t), because 
compatibility conditions (26) hold. Putting the final state [u(T + E), 
(au/at)(T + E)] = [ u2, u,], we see that [u,, u2] belongs to B”(Q) x $j”-‘(0) 
and satisfies the compatibility conditions 
@/~v,)(A “u2) = (a2”f/at2k)(T + E), 
(apv,p k~2) = (azk+ %/aP+ I)(T + E), O<k<(m-3)/2. 
Since f2(t) = 0 on [T, T + E], (a/avA)(Aku2) = 0 (0 < k < (m/2) - 1) and 
(a/av,)(A kvJ = 0 (0 < k < (m - 3)/2). This means that [u,, v2] belongs to 
D(>dm-‘). Further, f,(T,,) =f2(0) = au,/av, . Thus if we put 
fO> =.A (0, O<t<To, 
=f& - To>, T,<t<T,ST+&, 
then f(t) belongs to the constraint set F(G”‘) and steers the initial state 
[uO, uO] to the final state [u2, v2] in D(&“- ‘). This completes the proof. 
Now by Lemma 3.5, any initial state [u2, u2] in D(&“-‘) is admissibly 
controllable to the null state in the constraint set jr(G”). Therefore we see 
that any initial state [uO, uO] in M” is admissibly controllable to the null 
state in the constraint set X(G”). Since the control system is invariant under 
time reversal, we have 
LEMMA 3.7. Let the assumptions in Lemma 3.4 be satisfied. Then the set 
M” is admissibly controllable in the constraint set ;T(G”). 
Now we can easily prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Consider the boundary value problem 
-Aw=g in .R, aw/av,= h on S. (27) 
It is well known that the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of the solution of boundary value problem (27) is to have Eq. (16) hold for 
409/93/l 18 
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all v, E R. If g belongs to sj”-‘(Q), by the regularity theorem for elliptic 
system (27), the solution w belongs to $“(a). 
Put G”” = G” - h. Then &’ satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.4 and 
(a/&,)(~ - W) = au/av, - h E @” for any [u, v] E M”. Thus by Lemma 3.7, 
for any [u,, uO] and [u,, ~‘i ] in M’” there exist a positive constant T and a 
control T(f(r) in F(G”“) which steers the initial state [z+, - W, u,,] to the final 
state [u, - W, v, 1 at T. Let u’(t) be the solution of (18) for the control F(f<t) 
with the initial state [u,, - W, v,] and the final state [u, - W, u,]. Putting 
u(t) = C(t) + W, we see that u(t) belongs to Wp(O, T, $“(a))~? e,!(O, T, 
sj”- ‘(Q)) and satisfies the equations 
aS.qat2 - AU = g 
a2i/av,4 =7(f) + h 
and the initial and final states 
in R X (0, T), 
on S x (0, r) 
bm ww(o)i = bb 4 and bm wwv)i = b, y 4 1. 
Since T(r) E G”’ for all f E (0, T], f(t) =r(:ct) + h E G" for all t E 10, T]. 
Thus any [u,,, u,,] in Mm is admissibly controllable to any [u, , u,] in Mm by 
the control f(t) in .F(G”‘). Hence the set Mm is admissibly controllable in 
the constraint set .F(G”). 
4. EXAMPLE OF A CONSTRAINT SET 
Let us consider the case where the controls are constrained to be exercised 
by means of pushing the boundary with small forces. The controls f(x, t) 
which we consider must satisfy the inequalities 
and 
v-(x, f>l = (j-(x, t>,f(x, t>)“2 < rl for some q > 0 
(v(xM-(x~ 0) < 0 
for almost all t and x on S. The tangential components to the boundary of 
the controls are given by friction. Thus by the coefficient of friction on the 
boundary y (0 < y < 1 ), the controls f(x, t) are constrained as 
v-(x, t) - (v(x>J-(4 t>> v(x)1 < Y l(V(XMX~ Q>l 
for almost all t and x. Summing up, we consider the controls constrained as 
lf(-% tl < r (28) 
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and 
(v(x>,f(x, 0) < 41 + YY2 If@? 41 (29) 
for almost all t and x. 
Let us set 
and 
Gm = (h E $j”-3/2(S) 1 h satisfies inequalities (28) and (29)} (30) 
M” = {[u, v] E sj”(a) x am-‘(Q) I h@v, E G”}. 
Then we have 
(31) 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let m > (n/2) + 1, g(x) E sj”-*(Q), and G” and Mm 
be the sets deJined as (30) and (31). Further, let {(D~},~~<,, be a basis of the 
space R and 
g, = s R (g(x), dx)) dx, 
k= 1, 2 ,..., p. 
If the absolute values of { gk}, CkG p are sufficiently small in comparison to n, 
especially if the absolue values of 
! g(x) dx, ! {xi gj(x> - xj g,(x) 1 dx (l<i,j<n) 0 R 
are small, then the set M” is admissibly controllable in the constraint set 
F(G”‘). 
Further if constraint (28) is removed in the definition of G”, then M” is 
admissibly controllable in the constraint set ;7(G”) for any g(x) E $j”-‘(Q). 
Proof: By Sobolev’s imbedding theorem, the inequality m > (n/2) + 1 
leads to the fact that the set G” is open in @m-3’2(S). Since G” is a cone, it 
is connected in !jjmm312 (S). Thus by Theorem 3.1, we have only to show the 
existence of a function h(x) in G” satisfying Eq. (16). 
First we see the existence of the function in G” satisfying (16) in the case 
where g(x) = 0. Let u(x) be any function in P(Q)” satisfying Av = 0 in R. 
Then we have 
0 = 4% v) 
i,j,k,l= 1 0 
1 
=z , ,$,=, jsaijk,(‘j~if ViPjJ “kd”)dS-jo (V,Av)dx 
‘, ‘9 v 
= 
i j$,z, js ~i(aijklvjek,(v>} dS (32) 
. 3 1 
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for all v, = {~~}r,<~,<~ E R. Put U(X) = {xi}l~i6n. Then noting aijk, = k?;/6,, + 
,u(6,,6jk + BikcSi,) and s,Ju) = a,,, we have 
2 aijk,vj&,,(u) = (rd + 2p) I-- ,* 
j,k./= I 
Hence the function h(x) = -yv(x)/2 belongs to G” and satisfies the equality 
1 (h(x), (D(X)) dS = 0 for all q E R. s 
Next we consider the case where g(x) # 0 but the absolute values of 
igkllsks, are suffkiently small. Put R = {e? = (the trace of q on S) 1 (D E R ). 
Then the dimension of E is equal to the dimension of R. In fact, let 
1V)kllSkSP be a basis of R. Let us put w = xi=, ckqk and assume W = 
Ct=, ckpk = 0 on S. Then since (qk},sk(p belong to R, -Aw = 0 in Q. Thus 
by the uniqueness of the solution of the Dirichlet boundary problem 
-Aw=O in Q, w = 0 on S, 
we have w=O in 8. Since {v)~},$~(,, are linearly independent, ck = 0 
(1 < k<p). This implies th_at {rj?k},sk,, are linearly independent. Thus 
PPkllSkSP form a basis of R. Therefore there exists a function r(x) in Z? 
satisfying 
gk = - 
1 
(r(X), (Dk(x)) dS> 1 <k<p, 
and 
Ir(x)l’ < const % 1 gk(‘, 
k=l 
where const is a constant not depending on Y(X) and { gk}i ikCp. Hence the 
function h(x) = -qv(x)/2 + T(X) satisfies Eq. (16) for all p E R. Further, if 
the absolute values of {g,],<,<, are sufficiently small, then the function h(x) 
satisfies inequalities (28) and (29). Now we have assured all the assumptions 
in Theorem 3.1. 
Noting that the functions 
{(o , . . . ,  0, ; ,  0 , . . . ,  o) ,  (0 , . . . ,  o,;j, 0 , . . . ,  0, -kj,o , . . . ,  o ) } , , , < ,  ,  
I<i<i<n 
form a basis of R, we have the admissible controllability of the set M” with 
constraints (28) and (29). 
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When constraint (28) is removed, consider the function h(x) = -Kv(x) + 
T(X). For a given function g(x), we can take K so large that inequality (29) 
holds. Since h(x) satisfies Eq. (16) for all q E R, the assumptions in 
Theorem 3.1 are assured for any function g(x) in b”-*(Q). 
Remark 4.1. Let H be any symmetric n x n constant matrix. Then by 
taking the function U(X) in (32) appropriately, we easily see that the equality 
holds for any (o E R. Therefore we can obtain the result in the case where G” 
is a connected and open neighborhood in $j m-3’2(S) of Hv(x) similar to the 
statements in Corollary 4.1. 
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